Abstr act. An audio watermarking algorithm by modifying the low-frequency coefficients of DWT is discussed in this paper. Audio signal is divided into many sections, whose quantity is equal to the size of the watermark. The maximal value and the second maximal value of DWT low frequency coefficient can be found in each section. Then we can extract the last non-zero number of the two extreme values. The watermark is embedded based on the two numbers' parity. We take the encryption twice in order to improve security of the watermark. Experiments show that after some common attacks such as resample, Gauss noise, requantization and low-pass filtering, the algorithm has good imperceptibility and robustness.
Intr oduction
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has many advantages such as multi-scale and multi-resolution. It is good at processing one-dimensional signal, so it is widely used in the field of digital watermarking. Xu Dacheng proposed a non-blind audio watermarking algorithm basing on DWT. 2 It can't realize blind extraction. Chen Licong proposed a blind audio watermark algorithm based on local extreme points. 1 The algorithm is essentially to find the extreme value point of the wavelet low frequency coefficient. Watermark embedding is implemented by modifying the amplitude value of extreme points. Because the algorithm is complicated and needs large amount of calculation, so it is very difficult to realize. Zhang Zhijie In order to compare the original watermark and the extracted watermark more intuitively, the watermark image uses the binary image which is named as w 0 , and which size is 32*32. Watermark sequence is encrypted twice for improving watermark's security. Fig. 1 .1 is the watermark encryption procession. Arnold scrambling is the first step. Then watermark image is downdimensionality denoted by A. Using the former 1024 numbers of the logistic chaotic sequence, the XOR operation is made. The secondary encryption watermark is implemented. Fig. 1.2 is Encrypted watermark. And w 0 is original watermark in 1.3 Algor ithm Implementation
Watermark Embedding
Because high frequency coefficients of wavelet describe the detail component of the audio signal, and low frequency coefficients describe the rough component of the audio signal, low frequency domain usually has better robustness besides comparing with low frequency domain and intermediate frequency domain. So we choose the low-frequency component of wavelet to embed the watermark. 4 The information of encrypted watermark is embedded into the low frequency coefficients of wavelet in DWT domain. Finally, the watermarked audio signal can be obtained by wavelet reconstructing, which is shown as Fig. 1.3 . The relevant part of embedding watermark can be seen as F e , whose size
. This algorithm chooses the value of N carefully. If the value of N is too small, the proportion of F e is small over the entire audio and F e is clipped easily. Not all information is embedded if the value of N is not too large. And F r is the independent part of embedding watermark. This part remains unchanged in the procession of watermark embedding.
2. L level discrete wavelet transforms may be done to the each data segment of F e . We find the absolute value of the maximum value and the second maximum value from each L-level low-frequency component, which is denoted by MAX1 and MAX2 respectively. The last nonzero number of MAX1 and MAX2 is extracted and denoted by MAX1 l and MAX2 l respectively. 3. When the embedded watermark is "1", if MAX1 l mod 2 is equal to MAX2 l mod 2, you do not need to modify the value of MAX1 l ; if MAX1 l mod 2 is not equal to MAX2 l mod 2, you need to modify the value of MAX1 l . If the value of MAX1 l is equal to 9, the value of MAX1 l ' is changed to MAX1 l -1, the value of MAX1 l ' is equal to MAX1 l +1 in other conditions. When the embedded watermark is "0", if MAX1 l mod 2 is not equal to l MAX 2 mod 2, you don't need to modify the value of MAX1 l , if MAX1 l mod 2 is equal to MAX2 l mod 2; you need to modify the value of MAX1 l . The rules are the same as you embed "1".
Logistic Sequence 4. After wavelet coefficients are adjusted, the wavelet reconstruction is needed to do. The new watermarked audio signal is completed. Fig. 1 .5 is the procession of the watermark extracting. The fragmentation procession is added to the detected audio signal. L level discrete wavelet transform is taken for each data segment of the part Fe. We find the absolute value of the maximum value and the second maximum value from each L-level low-frequency component, and the last nonzero number of which is extracted. If MAX1 l mod 2 is equal to MAX2 l mod 2, the extracted watermark information is "1"; otherwise the extracted watermark information is "0". A binary disorder watermark sequence can be obtained through these processions. The logistic chaotic sequence is implemented by the key K （u= 4, x 0 = 0.8）
Watermark Extracting
and select the former 1024 data. A series of binary disordered watermark sequence is obtained by taking XOR procession. The first decrypted one-dimensional watermark signal is made. Up-dimensional procession is added to this onedimensional watermark signal and the two-dimensional watermark is obtained. The watermark, which we need, can be obtained.
Results and Analysis of Exper iments
Two kinds of audio are used in the simulation. Its format is .wav, length is 5 seconds, sampling frequency is 22.05 kHz, and resolution is 16 bit. Watermark image is binary gray-scale image which size is 32*32. Db4 wavelet is used for threelevel wavelet decomposition. Imperceptibility and robustness is mainly tested. By hearing tests, the audio signals have no significant difference with embedded watermark. 4. Re-sampling: Up-sampling: Audio signal sampling frequency is become from 22.05 kHz to 44.1 kHz, then using extraction technology restore to 22.05 kHz of the original sampling frequency. Down-sampling: Audio signal sampling frequency is become from 22.05 kHz to 11.025 kHz, then using extraction technology restore to 22.05 kHz of the original sampling frequency.
5. Random cut: 10 positions are selected randomly from the embedded audio signals. 200 samples are cut at these positions. Then we take watermark extraction procedure. 6. Low-pass filtering: Butterworth low-pass filter's order is 6; and its cutoff frequency is 10 kHz. Low-pass filtering operation is taken for the audio signal with the watermark information. Fig. 1.6 and Fig. 1.7 show that audios have small changes with watermark embedded. Human ear is difficult to detect this different, and this algorithm has better imperceptibility. The correlation coefficient and the signal to noise ratio is from Table 1.1 and  Table 1 .2. The watermarked audio is attacked by common attacks; although the clarity of the extracted watermark is different, but they can still be identified, and that this algorithm has better robustness.
Conclusions
A blind audio watermarking algorithm by modifying the low-frequency coefficients of DWT is proposed. The watermark takes secondary encryption process, which is to improve the security of watermark. The algorithm is simple and fast. Simulation results show that audios have small changes with watermark embedded. Human ear is difficult to detect the different. The watermarked audio is attacked by common attacks; and the watermark extracted can be identified. It proves that this algorithm has better robustness. If the keys are not correct, the watermark information is not extracted correctly. The algorithm's imperceptibility is good, but its robustness is relatively poor. How to balance the imperceptibility and robustness is the direction of our future research work.
